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Minecraft fans have been warned to be careful when downloading Android apps connected to the game after a wave of security concerns. Experts at Avast have flagged a wave of malicious mobile apps on the Google Play Store aimed at gamers, especially Minecraft fans.Some apps have been downloaded from the
Play Store more than a million times, and many apps charge unsuspecting users $30 a week after their free trial. Minecraft runaavast has found that malicious apps offer new skins, colorful wallpapers, or modifications to the game, but disproportionately charge users hundreds of dollars a month. The company says it has
reported seven of these apps to Google, but as of today they are all still active. Suspicious apps include Skins, Mods, Maps for Minecraft PE, Skins for Roblox, Live Wallpapers HD &amp; 3D Background, MasterCraft for Minecraft, Master for Minecraft, Boys and Girls Skins and Maps Skins and Mods for Minecraft. Scams
of this kind take advantage of those who do not always read the detailed information in the fine print of each application they download. In this case, young children are particularly at risk because they may think they are innocently downloading a Minecraft accessory, but they don't understand or can't pay attention to the
details of the service they subscribe to, said Ondrej David, head of the malware analysis team at Avast. We encourage our customers to be vigilant when downloading any app from unknown developers and to carefully review user feedback and billing agreements before subscribing. The company added that if users
think they've installed an app they suspect could be fleece software, it's not enough to uninstall the app. Users must also cancel their subscription directly through the Play Store by accessing the menu in the upper left corner and then the Subscription menu. These are the best Android antivirus apps around today There
is no shortage of wallets posted here, but when I lost my wallet a few years ago, none of them did it for me, so I made my own. You will need some sewing skills for this, but the result is a pro-ish looking wallet that, depending on what materials you use, will last a long time. For materials, Tyvek envelopes are good, but
anything that has good resistance to tearing and abrasion will do (e.g. mylar, air baggage tickets, old parachute pants - you have an idea). For mine I used a Tyvek envelope for the interior and packaging with some bike tires outside. Also, my first version of this (not posted) broke up a little too easily and I could only
unload it so much, so I added a fabric liner to this version to give it some extra resistance. You will need tools:Sewing machine (you can also sew by hand)Pressure foot to your machine (optional, but will make your seams much simpler)Spray adhesiveScissorsRuler And some materials:External and internal (Tyvek or
other tear-resistant material)SilkSprayDouble bending adhesive (go to the fabric store for this) Start thread from inside first because it will dictate how large the external should be. I use a used FedEx envelope and use a fold. The piece that you cut must have enough space for 2 credit cards, a 1/4 walk to fold, and about
1/8 on both sides to catch the seams. Cut out a rectangle of 7 3/8 x 2 on one side of the envelope, including folds, so that in the case of separation you have a piece of 7 3/8 x 4. Cut 3/4 from one of the folds lengthwise, so one fold is 3/4 higher than the otherCut another 7 3/8 x 2 1/8 single piece from the envelope. This
piece will be sewn to the first to create the second row of inner pocketsCut three sections about 8 1/2 bias tape. The measurement does not have to be accurate, but you want it to hang over the edge of the material so that the sewing machine can catch it. Place the bias tape over the top edge of each of the inner
pocketsPost the foot of the notebooks so that the stitch fell in the center of the tape (i.e. 1/8 edge on the tape 1/4)Sew the tape to the pocket. A large piece with a fold will make the bottom pocket. You sew a smaller piece to a larger piece to make the upper pocket. Fold a larger piece along the existing edge and measure
the distance between the two rows of the bias tapePosition smaller piece for the larger so, that three rows of tape are at an equal distance, then either mark the position or attach it with pins or tapeInaditions of the bottom, the larger part and sew a smaller piece to it leaving 1 /8 trim * Marvel in new inner pockets * You
can either sew directly, which is easier, or turn the smaller piece down, sew it and fold it back. The latter is more difficult, but cleaner and is what is shown in the pictures. Keep in mind that if you do this, you will have to set a smaller piece 1/4 higher than otherwise to take into account the fact that the finishes will be on
the inside of your pocket, not outside. To keep the cards in place, you need to sew the pockets together: Cut the excess bias tape offSew the sides of the pocket together leaving about 1/8 trimPosition two credit cards on the pockets and mark 1/4 of the span in the middle along the bottom of the pocketWing straight from
the first sign to just above the second line of the bias tape, rotate the pockets 90° and sew 1/4 along the top of the tape, then turn the pockets again by 90° and sew to the second mark. Note: to make a 90 degree turn during sewing, put the sewing needle down (to keep the material in place), lift the pressure foot, turn the
fabric, and then put the foot back down The first time I made the wallet, the outer tear and did not last as long as I wanted, so in this version I decided to align it. I chose silk for padding because its tear resistance. Basically, you just need to cut out a little silk and glue it with a spray to what you decided to use outside. Go
light on the glue. glue is dry, cut the outer to 8 1/4 by 3 1/2. That's a good size for American bills. Of course, it can be enlarged to accommodate larger bills or receipts. The general rule of view is that you want the outer side to be 1/2 longer than the inside (to accommodate bills when the wallet is folded) plus you want to
leave about a quarter along the edges, so you have enough to sew when you fold it on the inside. The outer will fold on the interior 1/4 around, and the corners are angled, so you will make these folds in advance. Fold over 1/4 on each edgeSeas over each of the four corners Also, the outside is longer than the interior to
accommodate the bills, as we said in the last step, so there is some preparation to do as well. Place the interior on the outsideCut two 1/4 slots 3/4 apart, forming a long card in the middle along the bottom of the walletSew the card and sew it now you need to sew the inside and outside together. The main trick is to allow
excess exterior to meet properly with a shorter interior. To do this: Align the left and bottom edge of the interior to the left and bottom folds of the outerStart from the top left of the wallet, sew the left edge, corner and bottom edge stopping when you get to the tab you sewed in the last step. Sew with the inside of the
wallet facing down so that the edgestitch pressure foot ensures a nice, even edge on the outside of the walletYo the same on the right side. Note that you will need to fasten the outer part of the wallet a little to nest the right side of the interior into the right fold outside. Sew the upper edge and cornersYou will remove on
the corners in the interior that on the finishes there are an excess of external points of fabric. Cut them off. That's all, now you can fill your wallet with a bunch of cash and plastic and feel a little proud every time you have to spread out the dough. Wallets are one of those things you might not think about too much about,
at least not after finding the right one. But did you know that a smaller wallet can help you spend less? Or that you may be able to escape only with an eraser or possibly not a wallet at all? But for now, we want to see what you wear. Take a picture of your wallet and share it below! Your wallet or wallet probably feels a bit
like an arsenal. You have half a dozen different... Read moreFodzie ariros (Shutterstock) and Pirha (Shutterstock). The next generation of iPhones and iPads will be able to replace your wallet, Bloomberg reports. Richard Doherty, director of consulting firm Envisioneering Group, says Apple will introduce services that will
allow customers to use their phone or tablet to make purchases. How will Apple do it? Embedding near-field communication chips in upcoming iPhones on at&amp;t networks and iPads. Doherty says both products are likely introduced this year, and cites unnamed engineers working on the equipment Project. While this
may be huge (as Pascal-Emmanuel Gobry of Silicon Alley Insider put it), it's no surprise - we knew Apple was planning a major meeting with NFC technology back in May. Of course, iOS devices are not the only mobile devices that will be getting NFC this year. Google's outgoing CEO, Eric Schmidt, said in November
that the latest Android devices will also support NFC. What does this mean for consumers? Well, NFC technology means your phone will almost be able to replace your wallet. Instead of carrying credit cards with you, you can simply tap your phone to pay for items. If it seems a bit, um, dangerous, it's not - it supposedly
provides a higher level of authentication than a credit card, and the card number is securely encrypted inside the phone. There are other uses of NFC, of course - it will allow you to recover information through check-in with sensors throughout the city and can act as a hotel key. When Schmidt introduced NFC to the
Android crowd, he mentioned that People don't understand how much more powerful these devices will be. Silicon Alley Insider suggests that not only will the payment be painless and simple, but Apple will be able to target iAds using the customer's purchase history because the company will have that information. And
now it's starting to sound a little scary. Don't get me wrong. The power of NFC technology and its ability to turn a smartphone into anything under the sun is pretty cool - theoretically. But do you really want to carry everything under the sun - wallet, hotel key, phone, private information - around you in one neat little
package? One of the best things about losing your credit card (I know, it's hard to imagine that there are the best things about it) is that if you haven't lost your phone, then you can immediately call and cancel your card. Sure, Apple has its own remote cleaning feature, but you need to get to your computer and quickly. As
for the painless payment process, well, there is something up to $200 to pay in cash. It's not necessarily a good thing for people to be able to pay for something in two seconds of housing without ever acknowledging that they're making a deal. Follow Sarah on Twitter (@geeklil) or Facebook Note: When you buy
something by clicking the links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more information. Details.
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